Spy Time

Guides

Time

Activity

Opening

Horseshoe

Activity

Pig Pen Cipher
You’ll need: paper, pencil, pig pen code template

Program

Discovering YouDiscover what’s
Important to you
#5

Draw two grids – one like a tic-tac-toe board, and one X. Fill in your
letters as shown. Each letter is represented by the lines around it,
and the second letter in each space also gets a dot. For example, “A”
looks like a backwards L, and B looks the same but with a dot added.

Example:
Listen to the wind

Answer:

Why is it called the ‘pig pen’ cipher?
Rumour has it the cipher is so named because many of the shapes in
the cipher text look like ‘pig pens’ with lines representing the sides
of the pen and dots representing pigs.
Have the girls each write a message to another guide and then trade
and figure out another girl’s message.
Craft

Morse Code Pin
You’ll need: wire, small seed beads in 2 colours, long bead, small
safety pins, morse code template
Give each girl a piece of wire and have them place beads on the wire
in the dots and dashes of their name. In between each letter use the
other colour seed bead that you are using for the dots.
After all the beads are on to spell their first name you can fold up the
wire and cut off the excess. Attach to your camp hat.
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Detective
Send one person out of the room…this is the detective. Now have
the rest of the group sit in a circle so everybody can see everybody
else.
Now you will pick one girl to be the leader. She will start an action
that all other girls will begin to copy. The detective will now return to
the room. At any given time the leader will change the action and
the group will follow. During these changes the detective will try to
guess who the leader is by using her spy powers. She will have three
guesses. The round is over when the detective successfully finds the
leader or is out of guesses. Then pick a new detective and leader and
start another round!

Activity

Lift Your Fingerprints

Body Works #6

You’ll need: a small mirror, baby powder, clear tape, black paper
First have the girls rub their finger along their nose to get it oily, this
will make a better print. Then place their finger on the mirror, this
will leave a print. Then sprinkle with some powder and then tap off
the excess powder. Take a piece of tape and carefully place it over
the fingerprint and gently rub the tape onto the print. Carefully lift
the tape off and place t on the black paper. You have successfully
lifted a print! Have the girls compare their prints to see how
different each one is.

Activity

Invisible Ink

Chemistry #3

You’ll need: paper, q-tips, lemon juice and a lamp
Use the lemon juice and q-tips to write a secret message on the
paper. One the lemon juice is dry hold the paper over a warm light
bulb and the message will be able to be seen!
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I See You Peeking
Have the girls all stand in a circle, tell them all to close their eyes and
that the game has begun. Explain that the point of the game is to
open up your eyes and catch someone else peeking with =out
getting caught peeking yourself.
So if you open up your eyes and see another person peeking you
say” I SEE YOU PEEKING(name of person).”
If two people see each other at the same time the first person to say
the phrase correctly including the name of the person wins.

Song

Once you have been caught peeking you sit down in the circle so it is
obvious you have been eliminated. Once there is only one person
left or it starts to move to slowly you can play another round if you
like.
A spy should be able to concentrate on more than one thing at a
time. Give this song challenge a try.
It's Not Hard
It's not hard I tell you so,
Just sing along and go like so!
Actions:
1st verse: slap hands on thighs, eight slaps to each line
2nd verse: slap hands on thighs, clap hands; 4 actions to each line
3rd verse: slap hands on thighs, clap hands, snap fingers; repeat, end
by slapping hands on thighs again. This action is repeated once for
each line
4th verse: slap hands on thighs, cross arms to slap hands on opposite
thighs, slap hands on thighs, clap hands, snap fingers, clap hands,
slap thighs. This action is repeated once for each line.
The secret to the actions is whenever you get lost, remember to
always hit your knees at the word "just"!
Repeat the song a number of times, getting faster. You can also try
doing just the actions and no words!
From: http://dragon.sleepdeprived.ca/songbook/songbook_index.htm
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